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Direct Forum is a free email newsletter containing useful direct marketing tips, news updates and how-to
information. It’s convenient, informative and I am not trying to sell you anything!

1. Little Details in Direct Mail
Make All the Difference
in Improving Results.

2. Social media appeal of the
month: Don’t idle.

Little Details in Direct Mail
Make All the Difference
in Improving Results.
If there is one thing I have learned, it’s that direct marketing is all about
paying attention to little details. These small details are the key to success
in any project. Because direct mail still offers the best personal, sensory
experience that triggers consumer emotions and action, with maximizing
attention and recall, it is important to pay extra attention to minute little
details.
Here are some examples that I have effectively used over the years.
1. AS THE OLD APPLE AD SAID, “THINK DIFFERENT.”
SO THAT’S WHAT I DID FOR A HOMELESS SHELTER
CLIENT: THE GOOD NEIGHBOURS’ CLUB. (NOW
CALLED HAVEN TORONTO)
Many non-profits include a set of three to four Greeting Cards with
mailing envelopes in their year-end mailing to encourage donations.
Recipients usually donate for many reasons, including
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feeling guilty that the charity has provided these “gifts” in their mailing.
(This is the same reason that many non-profits include personalized
address labels, note-pads or other goodies.)
I turned this around and sent donors just one Greeting Card with the
message that this card was not for them, but rather I asked them to sign it
and send it back so that the signed cards could be distributed to the people
the charity serves (homeless men) during a holiday meal event.
Here alongside is the card.
Here is the letter:
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Not only was the cost to produce and mail a single card and one
envelope (which doubled as the BRE to include the donation form and
cheque) much lower than printing and mailing several cards and their
envelopes, it generated enough funds to feed 2,810 homeless men.
(Twice the amount as the previous year.)
The icing on the cake—here are some messages back from donors
along with their donations:

2. THE INTERVAL HOUSE PROJECT WAS A PROSPECT
MAILING THAT WENT HEAD-TO-HEAD WITH A
TWELVE-YEAR-OLD CONTROL PACKAGE, CREATED BY
THE CLIENT.
I knew that the best way to beat the old control package was by not
throwing the baby out with the bath water, so I analyzed and took everything
that made the control package work, right down to a lift note from a child.
However, this project still needed an extra something, so I added what my
friend Michael Johnson refers to as a “McGuffen”—a physical object that you
add to the package that helps drive the story.
I added a toothbrush which could be seen through the outer envelope
window with a handwritten message, “There is no time to pack, when
you are running away…” And the story revolved around this fact.
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It beat the control
pack by 33%.

3. HOW A SMALL THING LIKE TIMING CAN BE “PRICELESS”.
This package for The Royal
Conservatory of Music was
mailed to rejuvenate lapsed
members after a lapse of over five
years. The solution was to allow
each member to rejoin when they
were ready to do so.
How valuable is that?
Allowing members to pick when
it is most convenient is key when
the membership can be as high
as $1,000 per year. Timing is an
essential ingredient when it comes
to getting them to renew.
By putting the members’
interests first, non-profits can
CONTINUES ...
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build a stronger long-term relationship with their loyal followers.
Technology has fundamentally changed the way we need to interact with
our clients, supporters, or donors, allowing them to contribute and interact
with a charity as to how, when, where and why they are motivated to do so.
The focus has shifted from the client to the members, donors, or
consumers. The commercial sector has long known this fact and has been
engaging their consumers in new ways. Likewise, non-profits need to
embrace the challenges and opportunities that allow them to engage their
supporters in effective, integrated, and with more insight-driven fundraising
ways.
4. DON’T OVER DESIGN YOUR PIECE.
Unslick or even crude designs work best
because they look authentic and personal.
They don’t trigger the junk mail red alert
radar built into everyone’s brain that calls
out Mass Mailing. Another advantage—it
indicates to the donors that their hard-earned
money is not being wasted to pay for an
extravagant design fee.
This worked in spades; these mailings became the control packages for
years for the non-profit FoodShare.
Other things to consider:
• Colour is important too. The colour of a stock can also play an
important role. In a test of white vs. cream stock, the cream stock
out pulled the white by 46.25%.
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• Envelope size. Break away from the
standard No.10 envelope if you want to grab
attention. A perfect example: a 6” x 9”
windowed envelope does not cost any more,
but stands out in the mail.
• Try sending a handwritten thank you note
to your donors for being loyal to your cause.
• Paper plays a big role in response because
of its tactile nature. Example: A test mailing
of 65,000 pieces, with half on textured stock
vs. half on plain white stock, resulted in a
24% gain in response for the textured stock.
LITTLE THINGS MEAN A LOT TO ME.
The point I am trying to make this time in my
newsletter is that small things make a huge
difference to me. For instance, I stopped teaching two years ago, but got this
note recently from one of my students.
Hi Billy,
I’ve been meaning to write you for a long time now. I just wanted to say THANK YOU
for being such a great teacher/friend/mentor when I was in school. Your passion
for this industry and genuine nature towards the students was truly great and
inspiring. It’s rare and refreshing to see a teacher care for their students.
Thanks to your teachings I landed a job with DDB 3 months ago. I’m a project
manager (in other words AE). I feel very blessed to have lucked out with such a great
agency. I really like it there – great people + great work.
I wish you and your family all the best.
Take care,
Edna
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Social media appeal of the month:
Please don’t idle.

One of the campaigns from the Mayor of London, Sadiq Khan, that has
gone viral on Twitter is a very simple campaign called: Please don’t idle.
Engine off. Every stop.
What’s so good about it is the fact that it visually shows you the amount
of pollution caused by idling for just one minute.
Here’s the link: https://twitter.com/_dmoser/status/156705
2846801059840?s=20&t=cFA-2RGB3c3DfsyTyjhU-w
CONTINUES ...
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OPT IN, OPT OUT, OPTIONS:
To subscribe, email me at:
billy@designersinc.ca
To download back issues of my
newsletters go to ‘Freebies’ on my website:
www.designersinc.ca
To unsubscribe, send me an e-mail
simply saying, “Please, remove.”
To participate, send me an email
with your article suggestions.
To post a comment, please include your
name, email address and your thoughts.
Let me remind you that your name and/or
e-mail address will never be shared, sold,
circulated, or passed along to anyone else.
BKS Fundraising Services/Designers Inc.
1806-77 Harbour Square
Toronto, ON
M5J 2S2
© Designers Inc.
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